Dear Dennis Sobol

Of whom it may concern

I am an aspiring (author, singer, songwriter) who is currently surviving out the remainder of an 18 year sentence, imposed by a (false) conviction. The purpose of this letter is to inform you that several of my book titles (songs) and music have been stolen within the last 18 months or so. I have reason to believe that these persons ( plagiarist) have been submitting these titles to your site and several other publishing companies. Several of these titles include - "Jazz: Caesar or Czar", etc. All original phrases of work have been victimized and assaulted. I have been victimized and some of these small collection never reach its destination, as my (lyrics, poems, vitrinals) are very personal to me.

If you have any advice as to how I could somehow reclaim ownership of these works, could you please give me your contact information? In this case, it is possible that these titles have crossed your desk at some time or another. The first title that I spoke of ("Jazz: Caesar or Czar") is about a child prodigy (jazz pianist) who came of age in late 1950s (golden age of jazz).

Thank you.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
DREAM LOVER

I PROMISE I WILL LOVE YOU ETERNALLY
If it's raining outside (I'll be your shelter)
I'll chase every rainbow (I'll bring you the treasure)
As long as you never lie to me, you're all I'll ever need baby

IS IT THE WAY THAT WE KISS
Or the way that we HEARC
That makes me want to grow older in love
Baby is it the way that we touch
That makes me want to grow older in love
I don't care what your friends say we'll be together
Eternally and always

WOULD YOU CATCH ME IF I FALL IN LOVE
Would you swear on the moon and stars above
That you'd catch me if I fall in love
- Running - written by Sterling Brown
  WHEN I THOUGHT WE WERE DONE - YOU CAN NE AN I CAN'T
  RUNNING 2 YOU - (WHEN I THOUGHT WE WERE THREAD)
  I'LL COME RUNNING 2 YOU (IF IT'S THE LAST THING I DO)
  I'LL RESCUE YOU

- Unapologetic - written by Sterling Brown
  YOU WERE UNAPOLOGETIC WHEN YOU SAID THAT YOU'D LEAVE ME AFTER ALL
  WE'VE BEEN THROUGH UNAPOLOGETIC 4 THE RECORD I HOPE THAT HE CHEATS ON YOU
  WHAT GOES AROUND, MUST COME AROUND (BACK AROUND 2 YOU)
  WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN (THERE'S NO DENYING THAT-
  IN TELLING THE TRUTH)

- Goodbye - written by Sterling Brown
  THIS TIME I'VE GOT 2 TURN AN WALK AWAY - IT TOOK
  A LOT OF NERVE 2 TURN THIS PAGE IN MY LIFE - BUT
  I'VE FINALLY FOUND THE RIGHT WORDS 2 SAY GOODBYE (SO
  GOODBYE)

- Confused - written by Sterling Brown
  IT'S ME NOT YOU (IT'S TRUE) THAT I'VE WASTED ALL OF
  MY LIFE 4 SOMEONE LIKE YOU (BUT IN THREW) - BECAUSE
  I'VE PLAYED THE FOOL - 1., 2 MANY DAMN TIMES
[LOVES]

FAIRYTALE  (LOVES)
I use to THINK THAT LOVE DIDN'T LOVE ANYONE
ON THAT CONDITION REASON BELIEVE (2ME)
(NOW I SEE) THAT YOU'RE THE QUEEN FROM MY FAIRYTALE
ENDING
THE 1 WHO I'VE ALWAYS SEEN IN MY DREAM

- ANOTHER GOODBYE -

SHE'S FLYING 1ST CLASS ON A PLANETO MY LIFE
(I MUST HAVE DONE IT THIS TIME)
SHE'S ON THE 1ST OWN TRAIN, SMOKING OUT ON THE NIGHT
( SO MUCH 4 GOOD BYES)

- PLAYER HATER -

I use to SAY I DON'T HATE THE PLAYER, HATE THE GAME
BUT THE GAME'S NO FUN WHEN THE RABBIT HAS THE GUN IN
HIS HAND
BUT NOW ON 2ND THOUGHT I HATE THE PLAYER
(AS JUST AS MUCH AS I HATE THE GAME)
WHAT GO'S AROUND COMES AROUND SOONER THAN LATER
THAT'S WHY I GUESS THAT I CAN'T COMPLAIN
-Unhurt- Written by Steven Blower

Is it the way she walks, or the way you talk
That makes me say... Un... Huh... Un... Huh
Is it the way she looks at me, that makes me want 2 sing
Uh... Huh... Un... Huh

-Call It Quits- Written by Steven Blower

We've had our ups & downs - I love you but baby
I'm just not happy right now (Maybe) - We'll be together
Somehow - but let's just call it quits 4 right now
(Calls it right now)

-I Can't Be Love- Written by Steven Blower

I hear you knockin' but you can't come in
You've been here you're not welcome here anymore
Between all the fussin' & all of the fightin' (I feel like I'm going insane)
Between all the cursin' & all of the crying (I give up)
Because this can't be love
- NEVERMIND -

NEVERMIND NEVERMIND NEVERMIND ME IF I FALL (NEA AT ALL)
JUST PASS ME BY... PASS ME BY... PASS ME BY
NEVERMIND

- FORGET THE WORLD -

I'VE GOT THE WEIGHT OF MY WORLD ON MY SHOULDERS (CAN SOMEBODY TAKE IT OFF 4 A WHILE)
I'VE GOT THE WEIGHT OF THE WORLD ON MY SHOULDERS (SO IN TRIN 2 DRINK IT OFF)

- NOTHING 2 LOSE -

I WISH THE WORLD WOULD JUST LEAVE ME ALONE TODAY
I WISH THE WORLD WOULD JUST LEAVE ME ALONE TODAY
I'VE GOT NOTHING 2 TELL YOU I'VE GOT NOTHING 2 SAY
IN SO TIRED I CAN'T SPY MY NAME RIGHT NOW
IF I 0.0 IT'LL BE OKAY

- SO LONG -

SO LONG I'M GONE THIS HOUSE IS NO LONGER MY HOME
I GUESS THIS TIMES REALLY GOODBYE, MAY BE WE'LL TRY OUR LOVE IN ANOTHER LIFE TIME
- FEARLESS -  

Written by Stella X. Blower

Intro / Interlude

At times I may seem fearless or seem like my so in charge
This is why I cry in the dark, so that you can’t hear it or see that I’m not as fearless as you are

I wish I were fearless, but I’m torn
I wish I were fearless, but I’ve always had it much too hard
I want to be fearless, but I’ve never been given roses without thorns

I would be fearless, but I’ve never known love without scars
Maybe I could be fearless but I don’t have the heart to let down my guard because I’m not as fearless as you are
- **PUPPY LOVE** -

**Verse 1 -** MAMA says it's puppy love, but I don't care
- Promise that you'll keep in touch
- I swear

DADDY says that we're too young to be in love
- How could they care

BREAK US UP
- I know it ain't fair (it ain't fair)

I'll take with me the memories of all the times we shared (I hate)
- I'll see you again someday

- But what if we never see each other again after now

- Well in that case... let's run away together

let's run away 4 ever (in heaven)
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

VERSE 1 - IT WAS LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

I REMEMBER THAT DAY

WHEN WE MET IN LINE DOWN AT ST'S CAFE

YOU SAID HELLO... I SAID HI... MAN I GOT YOUR NAME?

THEN WE EXCHANGED NUMBERS & GOOD BYES (WE WERE RIGHT AWAY)

BUT THAT BEAUTIFUL SMILE YOU GAVE MADE

MADE MY HEART SKIP A BEAT

THEN I FORGOT WHAT I HAD TO SAY

SHE SAID WHEN SHE WANTED THAT SHE'D CALL ME AFTER 9:00

IF NOT BY 8:00

- CHORUS - - WHAT WOULD YOU SAY CIF

IF I ASKED YOU TO BE MINE

BE MINE YEVER & YEVER (THIS MUST BE LOVE)

WELL WHY DON'T YOU STAY? & BABY, YOU WILL SEE WHY

WE BEING TOGETHER LIKE THE BIRDS IN THE TREE TOPS
VERSE 1 - GIRL, TO-DAY IS THE DAY
AN ALL THESE MEMORIES WILL NEVER FADE
BABY, WE’RE NOT GETTING ANY YOUNGER
BUT MY LOVE WILL NEVER AGE
AN EVEN THOUGH I MIGHT COMPLAIN
-CHORUS- YOU’RE A DREAM CONE TRUE
SOMETIMES I SET AN THIN IN LIFE
WHERE WOULD I BE WITHOUT YOU
YOU COMPLETE ME AS A MAN
IF YOU TAKE THIS RING
COULD THIS MEAN NEVER
- VERSE 2 - GIRL, TO-DAY IS OUR DAY
IF YOU BELIEVE IN FATE
THEN BABY THERE’S NO NEED TO WORRY
BECUSE MY LOVE IS HERE TO STAY
AN EVEN THOUGH I’LL MAKE MISTAKES
I’LL NEVER CHEERISH THIS DAY
- **BUTTERFLIES** -

**Verse 1:** Every time I look into your eyes
My heart smiles at you baby.
Until life seems worth living again girl - I can't be
I still get butterflies inside
After all this time that we've been crying

**Verse 2:** Every time that you cross my mind
My heart pounds from
Because you blow my mind - time & time again girl - I want it.
I still get butterflies inside
After all this time you've been patent

**Verse 3:** Every time I've ever made you cry
I promise that I'll never take you - you granted
In this life be my wife & my world & I'll be fine
(I wonder) why I still get butterflies inside
(As I know) after all this time we can make it.
- LONESOME WAILING -

VERSE 1 - I WISH THAT I COULD BE THE 1ST THING TO
THOUGHT WHEN YOU WAKE - I MAKE YOUR FACE GLOW -
& EVERY MORNING - I WISH THAT I COULD BE THE HUMMING BIRD
IN THE TREE WHO SINGS OUT SIDE OF YOUR WINDOW - (AT NIGHT)
IF I CAN'T BE THE MAN OF YOUR DREAMS (WHEN YOU SLEEP)
I JUST WISH I COULD BE YOUR BLOW

- CHORUS - DARING CAN I BE YOUR HERO? (YOU SUPERMAN)
I'LL RESCUE YOU FROM HARM
I KEEP HOPING SOME DAY THAT YOU WILL TIPTOE (RIGHT IN
MY ARMS)

BECAUSE YOU ARE SO BEAUTIFUL & BEAUTIFUL YOU ARE 2 ME
I JUST WANT 2 BE YOUR EVERYTHING

VERSE 2 - I GET BUTTERFLIES IT SEEMS

(I FEEL

IT IN MY SOUL)

I GET CHILLS, CHILLS, FROM YOUR TOUCH LIKE I DO WHEN THE
WIND BLOWS
& MY KNEES GET WEAK
MY HEART STARTS 2 SPEAK THROUGH THESE SIGNALS
I'LL WRITE THIS SONG 2 THE RHYTHM OF YOUR HEART BEAT
I'LL SING 2 THE TEMPO

I LOOK 2 THE MOON & WISH UPON A STAR THAT I COULD
BE WHERE EVER YOU ARE
Lovers High - Written by Steely Dan

VERSE 1 - GIRL I DON'T NEED RUM NOR A DRAFT -

...YOUR LOVES MY FAVORITE HIGH.

LET'S MAKE LOVE UNTIL THE SUN SETS IN THE SKY.

I WANT 2 FEEL YOUR LIPS ON MINE.

I WANT 2 KISS.

OH! GOODNESS THE WAY YOU WIND 2 THE MUSIC (IS BRINGING BACK MY HIGH).

I'LL GO ON THE NIGHT 2 WHILE YOU SIP YOUR WINE.

DON'T MOVE AN INCH.

WILL YOU SPEND THE NIGHT? (BABY PLEASE DON'T SAY GOODBYE).

BECAUSE IN ADDICT 2 THIS LOVERS HIGH.

...YOU'RE THE ONLY DRUG I DO AT ALL BABY.

YOU LEFT ME FEELIN' ON THE PHONE BABY.

...& WHEN I DON'T GET YOUR CALL.

THEN I'M GOING THROUGH WITH WITHDRAWS DAILY.

YOUR TOUCH IS LIKE A DRUG (I JUST CAN'T SHAKE IT BABY).

...& WHEN WE'RE HAVING LOVE (I JUST CAN'T SEEM 2 GET ENOUGH).

BABY GIRL.

IT'S YOUR LOVE THAT MAKES ME FEEL...
- IT TAKES A FOOL 2 FALL IN LOVE -

- VERSE 1 -

WOU LD YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE

TAKE ME 4 GRANTED, (OR WOULD YOU)

OR LOVE ME DESPITE ALL OF MY CIRCUMSTANCES

GIVE ME AN ANSWER RIGHT NOW

OR IN SILENCE OR SILENCE

IN MY INSECURITIES BABY

THERE'S SO MANY DOUBTS

BECAUSE LOVE ALWAYS LETS ME DOWN

SHOULD I STAY OR SHOUL D I WALK AWAY RIGHT NOW

OR SHOUL D I GET ON THE PHONE AN TEXT HER?

9-1-1-

AND WHY WOULD I GIVE HER MY HEART

WHEN SHE'LL JUST BREAK IT WHEN SHE'S DONE

- CHORUS -

BECAUSE IT TAKES A FOOL 2 FALL IN LOVE
-IF YOU DON'T WANT 2 STAY-  

**VERSE 1** - WE'VE BEEN TOGETHER 4 A WHILE NOW  

AN I THINK THAT YOU THINK WE NEED A TIME OUT  

BUT YOU DON'T WANT 2 LET ME DOWN HARD  

I'VE BEEN THINKING THE SAME (BABY WHERE SHOULD I START)  

I CAN FEEL THE HEAT FROM THE FLAME SLOWLY LOSING IT'S STARK  

AN YOUR KISS IT'S NOT THE SAME AS IT WAS ONCE BY  

SO WHY PLAY WITH MY HEART  

**CHORUS** - TO LOVE 4 YOU 2 STAY, BUT THEN AGAIN I CAN'T  

IF YOU FEEL OUT OF PLACE THEN IT'S BEST YOU MOVE ON  

IF YOU DON'T WANT 2 STAY YOU'RE FREE 2 GO (I'M BE (I'M BE (I'M BE (I'M BE ON MY OWN) - I - IF YOU DON'T WANT 2 STAY YOU'RE FREE 2 GO (I'M BE (I'M BE (I'M BE (I'M BE ON MY OWN)  

**VERSE 2** - I THOUGHT I WAS STRONG ENOUGH 2 HEAR YOUR SIDE BY NOW  

BUT WHEN YOU SAID THE THINGS YOU SAID MY HEART FRAMED (BUT I TRIED NOT 2 TAKE IT 2 HARD)  

WHY WOULD YOU PLAY WITH MY HEART  

WHEN I TOOK NO LONGER FULFILLED THE SAME SONG IN YOUR HEART  

AN BABY IT'S NOT THE SAME AS IT WAS ONCE BY
- THE STORM - Written by Sterling Brown

-Verse 1- I CAN'T (I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN) THAT TAPS MY WINDOW Pane)
When you're NOT HERE - The RAIN doesn't fall THE SAME WAY

BABY GET HOME SAFE - Because the weather 4 your SAyS THE STORM CLOUDS ARoN THE WAY
PREPARE 4 THE STORM

-Chorus- IT'S RAINING OUTSIDE
SO WHY DON'T YOU TURN DOWN THE LIGHTS
BABY - I JUST WANT 2 HOLD YOU ALL NIGHTS (WHILE IT'S RAINING DOWN)

-Verse 2- I SING (I SING) Because I feel THE RAIN
THAT TAPS MY WINDOW Pane)
Now that you ARE HERE - THE RAIN SHOWERS all THE Pain
Now that you'RE home safe an 4n in my ARMS - I JUST CAN'T WAIT 4 THE STORM CLOUDS 2 Pour on me
PREPARE 4 THE STORM
- Slow Dance (Jam) - Written by Sterling Braxer

-Verse 1- This is my song, so OJ turn the music up, 4 the last dance.

This is my last chance, because the nights longer young man,
Jus almost last call 4 alcohol, this could be my last shot at love.

In wonderin' would she save the last dance 4 us.

-Chorus- Man would you please come dance with me until

the night is gone (don't worry)

It's true indeed your heart will lead your feet 2 the beat of love.

Why don't you come an put your hands in mine,

I wish this slow jam would last all night.

Why don't you come an put your hand in mine

I wish this slow dance would last all night.

-Verse 2- Now that the time has come (please) OJ let the

time just ride out 4 this last dance, I'm just asking.

Because it seems the time flew by,

So you it's last call 4 alcohol, but 4 me it's the last shot at love.

OJ would you please save the last dance 4 us.

It's true indeed that your heart will lead your feet 2 the beat of love.

Then OJ, please don't ever let the music die.
DEAR DAWN

VERSE 1—THERE'S NOTHING THAT YOU CAN SAY, THAT WILL MAKE ME STAY—I'M GONE NOW.

JUST GIVE ME A MINUTE WHILE I PACK MY THINGS.

DO YOU EVER THINK ABOUT HOW MUCH I LOVED YOU OR HOW I TRIED TO GIVE YOU EVERYTHING (STOP) (MY PACKING AND BAGS ARE ALMOST READY. GOOD, MAMA ALWAYS TOLD ME SOME THINGS ARE WORTH HOLDING ON TO, AN' OTHERS YOU'VE GOT 2 LET GO.

I'LL FIND THE 1-4 ME BECAUSE IT'S WORTH AN INFINITY.

CHORUS—DEAR DAWN, DEAR DAWN, DEAR DAWN,

BY THE TIME YOU READ THIS LETTER I'LL BE GONE.

VERSE 2—NOW THERE'S NOTHING YOU COULD SAY, I'M GONNA STAY—I'M NOT COMING BACK.

HERE IN A MINUTE I'LL BE ON MY WAY (ON A PLANE) I HOPE YOU'LL THINK ABOUT HOW MUCH I LOVED YOU AND HOW I TRIED TO GIVE YOU EVERYTHING (STOP) (MY BAGS ARE PACKED) I'LL REACH 2 GO, MAMA ALWAYS TOLD ME SOMETHINGS ARE WORTH HOLDING ON TO, BUT OTHERS YOU'VE GOT 2 LET GO. I'LL FIND THE 1-4 ME BECAUSE IT'S WORTH AN INFINITY.

(R.S.) I'LL BE HALF WAY 2 NEW MEXICO. BY THE TIME YOU GET THIS NOTE.

(R.S.S.) I AIN'T COMING BACK ANYMORE.
VERSE 1 - I'VE NEVER SEEN SO MANY BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS BLOOM IN JUNE
AN NEVER IN MY LIFE SEEN A SKY SO BLUE
NEVER KNEW A SUMMER NIGHT SO COOL
STAY TUNED AND YOU'LL FIND THAT FRIENDS ARE FEW (I'VE 2 FAR BETWEEN 2 FEO)
IF I HAD - I WISH TO CHOOSE NEVER 2 LOSE IN ANYTHING THAT I DO

VERSE 2 - NOW WHAT IF THE SUN BURNS OUT IN JUNE
OR WHAT IF THIS SKY SHOULD FALL AT NOON
I'VE NEVER KNEW A SUMMER NIGHT SO GLOOM
BUT IF YOU STAY TUNED - I'VE FOUND THAT FRIENDS ARE FEW
(I'VE 2 FAR BETWEEN 2 LOS)E
IF I HAD - I WISH TO CHOOSE 2 LOSE IN EVERYTHING THAT I DO

YOU'LL NEVER UNDERSTAND - UNTIL YOU'VE WALKED A MILE IN THE SHOES OF THE MAN ON THE MOON (18)
GUARDIAN ANGEL

- Intro -

Although I might not live I see another day
Don't cry, I'll be just fine
Because I've learned to pray & walk by my faith
Just in case I lose in my race
I just want you to know that I love you, I can
Because no matter how mist you just never know what 2 morrow
Might bring

Now I might not be able to promise you that your blue skies
Will never face 2 grey
But with all honesty as long as you pray
I can promise you that He'll always make a way
& that you'll always be okay
Because I'll become your guardian angel F
From the second that I receive
- ONE OF MY LIFE - 

WRITTEN BY STEPHEN BRIDGE

INTERLUDE

THE LOVE OF MY LIFE IS GONE (SNAP) JUST LIKE THAT

WILL SHE BE COMING BACK?

WELL IT'S KIND OF FUNNY YOU ASK UM... MAYBE PERHAPS... MAYBE

ANOTHER MAN HAS PASSED WITH OUT CONTACT

SO NOW I'M FORCED I ASK FRIENDS

IS SHE STILL PASSING? IS SHE STILL SASSY? IS SHE STILL CLASSY?

ATTRACTIVE? IS SHE STILL A GREAT DANCER? DOES SHE STILL

ASPIRE TO BECOME AN ACTRESS?

SHE WAS A GOOD SINGER & REALLY IN 2 FASHION, EVEN

EVEN DID SOME NODDING BACK THEN, BUT THAT WAS BACK THEN

WHEN SHE WAS STILL MY BEAUTIFUL, SOFT, SWEET, LOVABLE,

QUEEN

WHO ONCE PROMISED ME,

THAT HER LOVE 4 ME

WILL NEVER PASS AS DOES A LIGHT WIND IN THE SPRING (SIGH)

BUT UNFORTUNATELY NOW THAT'S ALL IN THE PAST TENTH'S

AN 4 THE LAST 10

MONTHS AN A HAIR SINCE

SHE'S BEEN INCAGED 2 A GUY WHOSE AT BEST AVERAGE

WITH HOPE 2 SOMEONE IN THE NEAR FUTURE BE MARRIED IN 2 A

LICK BAPTIST

FAMILY WHO WANT ACCEPT HER ASHY AS IS OR AS KID

I YUN ASK WILL THE LOVE OF MY LIFE BE COMING BACK?

MAYBE... PERHAPS.....

20